REASONS TO GO TO VIZTHINK ’08

Does your organization struggle with poor communication? Frustrating design processes? Ineffective learning? Visual Thinking can help. Here are just some of the problems you’ll solve and some of the things you’ll learn at VizThink ’08.

WHAT YOU WILL SOLVE

DEATH BY POWERPOINT

ANALYSIS PARALYSIS

INEFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION

PROCESS HELL

WHAT YOU WILL LEARN

HANDS-ON WORKSHOPS

CREATE BETTER BUSINESS PRESENTATIONS

DRAW EFFECTIVELY

LEVERAGE THE POWER OF COMICS

CREATE VIDEO COMMUNICATIONS

NAVIGATE VIRTUAL WORLDS

IMPROVE PROCESSES

COMMUNICATE MORE EFFECTIVELY

EMPLOY VISUAL FACILITATION

SOLVE COMPLEX AND MESSY PROBLEMS

DRAW EFFECTIVELY

HEALING AND INTERVIEWS

COMMUNICATE EFFECTIVELY

PANELS, DEBATES, AND INTERVIEWS

COMMUNICATION SKILLS

DRAWING TIPS AND TRICKS

FACILITATION SKILLS

PROBLEM SOLVING SKILLS

PRESENTATION SKILLS

NETWORKING OPPORTUNITIES

RESOURCES
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